
 

 



 

 

Thank you for choosing this Cheese Collection!  

Now let your table talk! 

This cheese tasting collection box will bring joy through its flavors to your table when you want to spend 
some fun time together with friends and family. A unique discovery experience that kids and adults will 
equally enjoy as they will all find cheese they will love.  

Serve it with fresh bread, crackers, grapes, fresh vegetables, dried fruit, and the tasting box's jams.  

Slice the cheese in triangle format (younger cheeses) or break pieces (older cheese), as shown in the 
pictures, and the quantity should be enough for up to 10 people. 

 

This gift box includes: 

• Latteria VillaVarda: a fresh and creamy cheese that is loved by everyone (~300 gr) 
• San'Andrea Mezzano: a slightly savory cheese aged for 4 months that invites for one more bite 

after the other (~300 gr) 
• Cheese Refined in White Wine: A typical cheese from Veneto, refined under local white grapes' 

skins for 6 months. This cheese is savory and aromatic. (~300 gr) 
• Cheese Refined in Beer: This cheese is refined in vats covered in beer; it is aromatic, tasty, pleasant, 

and inviting for another bite. (~300 gr) 
• Sottocenere Cheese with Truffle: This exotic cheese has a delicate taste with a slight aroma of 

truffles. It is best appreciated on its own or paired with a glass of Sparkling Wine or Refosco. (~300 
gr) 

• Erborinato: A semi-soft blue cheese refined for 2 months with mint, verbena, chamomile (~300 gr) 
• Cheese with Aceto Balsamico: This cheese is first pierced and then placed in vats and covered with 

IGP Balsamic Vinegar of Modena. The flavor is aromatic, savory, pleasant, inviting, and very 
particular. (~300 gr) 

• Jams: Figs “Fichi” (50 gr), Red Onion “Cipolle” (40 gr), Red Peppers “Peperoni” (36 gr), Forest Fruit 
“Frutti di Bosco” (50 gr), Orange “Arance” (50 gr), Chesnutt Honey “Miele” (50 gr) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Suggestions on how to prepare the cheese tasting board or plate 

 

There are a few rules of thumb when preparing to taste the cheese. Here are some of them to guide you in 

your preparation: 

 

1) Cheeses must be served at room temperature. Take the cheeses out of the fridge one or two hours 

earlier than the moment you will eat them. However, if it's too hot, you may need only half an hour before 

serving them. 

2) You should arrange the different cheeses in a clockwise manner on a board or with a consumption 

order on the plate. Make sure there is a specific starting point for the tasting and an ending point. Usually, 

you should start from the most delicate cheese, often soft textured and young cheeses, to finish with the 

most intense and mature or aged ones. 

3) Each cheese needs to be cut appropriately. This will help you taste the flavors in the best way. Young 

and semi-mature cheeses must be cut into triangular pieces. The mature ones with a grainy texture must 

be cut or broken into smaller chunks. 

4) Balance is the name of the game. To respect the basic rule about pairings, namely balance, there are 

some indications we can give because balance comes with matching contrasting flavors. Younger cheese 

pairs better with sour and picante tastes like orange and red pepper jams, while mature and savory 

cheeses pair better with a sweeter accompaniment such as forest fruit jam and honey. However, we all 

have different taste profiles, and your balance may not be the same as everyone else's. Try and experiment 

and see what you like best. 

5) Always serve bread, crackers, fresh and dried fruits, as well as fresh vegetables; keep the jams in a 

separate small bowl with their own spoons. We also put olive oil and herb salt on the table because 

dipping bread in salted olive oil is addictive.  

 

 
Picture for illustration of how we have served a cheese plate for tasting 



 

Our Suggestions You May Like To Consider 
 

Suggestion 1: From light to flavorful cheese 

1st: Start with Latteria VillaVarda. It is a great fresh cheese that is absolutely loved by children and is a 

great taste introducer.  

2nd: Sottocenere Cheese with Truffle is also a soft young cheese and is a perfect next step in the flavor 

profile. It has a delicate truffle taste, and it pairs very nicely with our Prosecco or Verde Frizzante. 

Jams pairing Wine pairing 

Orange, Figs, Red Peppers Bubbly wine such as our Sfriso Prosecco and/or 
Verde Frizzante 

 

3rd: San'Andrea Mezzano seems like the best cheese both in texture and taste profile. It is already semi-

aged and is a perfect bridge between the young and soft cheeses to the more aged and flavorful ones.  

4th and 5th: Cheese Refined in Beer and Cheese Refined in White Wine are the next cheeses that place 

themselves well before moving on to more flavorful cheeses. They are both savory and will bring slight 

hints of extra flavors. 

Jams pairing Wine pairing 

Red Onion, Forest Fruit  Cabernet Franc or other light-bodied red wines 

 

6th and 7th: Cheese with Aceto Balsamico and Erborinato are two cheeses with more intensive and full 

flavors, so these are better to leave for the end.  

Jams pairing Wine pairing 

Red Onion, Forest Fruit, Honey Refosco and/or Cabernet Franc, but also sweet 
wine with the Erborinato cheese 

 

 
Picture for illustration only 



 

 

Suggestion 2: Group by flavor characteristics 

 

The Everyday Cheeses 

1st and 2nd: Latteria VillaVarda and San'Andrea Mezzano 

These two kinds of cheese are simple cow cheese with different aging times. They are everyday cheeses 

that can be used for meals, sandwiches but also just as snacks. These are types of cheese we consume daily 

and most often.  

 

The Refined Cheeses 

3rd and 4th: Cheese Refined in Beer and Cheese Refined in White Wine 

Both cheeses are refined with extra flavors that will make their tastes unique. They also have similar 

textures, and both match very well with the Red Onion and Forest Fruit Jams. 

 

The Rare Cheeses 

5th, 6th, and 7th: Sottocenere Cheese with Truffle, Cheese with Aceto Balsamico, and Erborinato 

These are distinctive cheeses with ingredients that make up some of the most precious ingredients and 

flavors of Italy's food culture. Truffles, herbs, and Aceto Balsamico IGP of Modena are undoubtedly some 

of the most outstanding Italian cuisine elements.  

 

Grouping cheese by their characteristics makes it more challenging to pair with wine as the flavor progressions are 
mixed up. However, it will allow you to taste cheese and jam combinations with more freedom. Remember that 
there is no right or wrong when it comes to tastes! 
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Further important information 

 

Shelf Life: 
After you open the cheeses, you should keep them in a dry, refrigerated place and consume them within a 

maximum of 30 days. Their original packaging has a shelf life of about 60 days for the younger cheese up to 

150 days for the more aged cheese. 

 

Allergens: 
Please do not consume if you are allergic to milk, lysozyme (egg protein), sulfite residue. For specific 

allergies, we are very happy to supply more detailed lists of each cheese.  

 

Source: 
All cheeses and jams come from local companies. Sfriso Winery not only trusts but also purchases from 

them for local tastings at the winery. Cheeses come from Latteria Biz, located a few hundred meters away 

from the winery. Luigi Lazzaris & Figlio s.r.l., located 30km away in our Province of Treviso, supplied the 

jams.  

 


